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Current export markets

  Belarus         Estonia         Finland         Latvia       
  Poland         Russia         Ukraine       

Description

Our products are various sockets (electricity, TV, internet etc.), switches (lights, dimmers, blinds, bells etc.)
and installation boxes. Products are designed to fulfill all endusers requirements. We can produce up to 350
000 pieces per month. We have sold about 15 mln. pieces since 1965. Also we manufacture cable systems and
lamp holders for industrial clients. We distribute our products in Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Ukraine, Belorus,
Russia, Poland. Many years experience let us make products suitable for various room interiors. The product
assortment fulfill requirements for networks installations in big living and public hauses.

Business Line

Elecrical equipment

List of products

The newest serie is EPSILON (from 2013). It has 2 type of plastic frames, 3 types of glass frames, and 3 types
of natural wood frames. ALFA is our modern product series. It is made from PC (Polycarbonate) plastic, which is
resistive to UV rays (no discoloration) and mechanical impacts (no abrasion). Contacts are made of silver, so
they help to prolong the life time of products. Various colors: white, sand, peach, metallic and black can fit any
interior designs requirements. ALFA series covers a lot of functions: electricity, internet, TV, speakers etc. In



series ALFA LUX meets the series Alfa technical decisions and functionality with modern decorations. ALFA LUX
could fit needs of the customers with very selective tastes. GAMA is our classic product series. Technically and
functionally it is made on basis of ALFA. It represents classic and timeless forms of electrical installation
accessories.
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